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The 550 is ideal for residential work and tight,
confined spaces on commercial jobs. The accelerated RPM orbital cutting action delivers
an efficient and operator friendly machine.
With decibel ratings under industry and safety standards, this machine is a must-have.

ACCESSORIES

550-SIN

Model

550-SIN

Power Supply

Electric

Dimension

45cm x 108cm x 83cm ( W x H x L)

Weight

55.8kg

Speed

1725rpm

Voltage
Frequency
Power
Amps
Noise Emissions

230V
50Hz
0.746kW/1Hp
14/7
73dB
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ANGLE SHANK WITH
CARBIDE TRIP
These shanks are designed
for ceramic removal and thin
set re-scraping. The 552 angle
shank with carbide tip is designed for light-duty commercial
and residential-grade ceramic
tile and hard good removal.

SWIVE HEAD ATTACHMENT
FOR RAZOR BLADES

6280-500

Optional attachment keeps your
blade in contact with the surface
of the floor.

552 / 4” x 2” x 0.312” (W x L x Thickness)
HEAVY-DUTY BLADES

STANDARD BLADES

These heavy-duty blades work on
VCT , VAT , wood, tile, rubber,
epoxy, elastomeric coatings, scraping thin-set and glued ceramic.

These heavy-duty blades are
designed to remove soft goods,
carpet and vinyl flooring. Their
0.062” thickness offers flexibility
to maximize the shear point angle.

6285/ 3” x 6” x 0.094” (W x L x Thickness)

147/ 4” x 6” x 0.062”(W x L x Thickness)

PREMIUM HIGH-TEMERED
BLADES

SELF-SCORING BLADES

They work on all glued-down
carpets, VCT , VAT , rubber tile,
cork and re-scraping adhensive and elastomeric coatings.

These angled self-scoring work
on attached cushion, unitary
or secondary backing, vinyl
back, soft to medium PVC, linoleum, carpet tiles, soft cork,
enhancer and unibond hot melts.

7050-202/ 3” x 10” x 0.062” (W x L x Thickness)

6265-BD/3” x 8” x 0.094” (W x L x Thickness)

SWIVEL HEAD ATTACHMENT

6280-505

Optional swivel head attachment maintains 100
percent contact between the blade and the surface
maximizing production rates. Rotate the head
180 degrees to self-sharpen the blade during use.
• holds blades of 0.062 or 0.094 thickness
• works on thin, soft coatings, paint, hard to remove
gummy or dry adhesive.
• ultimate adhesive removal.
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Floor hammer uses rigid
structure holder to increase
the stability and strength
of the machine during
operation. It provides the
operator with comfort in
performing chiseling operation on tile removal or
surface screed removal.
The bracket is adjustable
with various angles to cater
for different operations.

WKFS290
Model

CEFH-150(V1)
WKFS290

CEFH-150(V1)

Weight

86kg

74kg

Dimension (LxBxH)

720x420x310(mm)

900x590x950(mm)

Blow Per Minit

1410bpm

Shank Size

Hex 30

1450bpm
Hex 30

Power Supply Cord

single phase

single phase

Frequency

50-60Hz

50-60Hz

Voltage

220v

230v

Power

0.75kW

1240kW

